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Good afternoon Doug
 
Following on from yesterday’s developments    I would  like to  make a formal complaint with regards to the
action of   Wendy Brandon.
 
I am grossly concerned that she  states “Please note that there is no legal requirement for emails sent
to a council email address to be delivered unfiltered to that or any other particular email address;
any email sent to an elected member's email address or any other council officer may be treated as
having been received by council for LGOIMA and other official purposes. “
 
I also  wish to formally  table  the  email from me   dated 15 February  in this  I  address crimes act offences
which should be considered  section 248-253  crimes act   . For your convenience I have obtained a definition
from Brookers   ,  It  gives a clear  definition for access . I suggest  you liaise with the police on this .  
 
I   have put together a number of requests, notes and evidence   attached as PDF’s for simplicity  each has its
own cover    .  All requests are made  reliant on  the privacy act and  LGOIMA.
 
It is essential that  you have   the information before you .
 
I see it as extremely serious that   I  have had to deal with   this negative  attitude from council when I am raising
an issue of serious corruption.
 
The reason you cannot see corruption is that you  don’t know what to look for. Look how well this was
concealed  and the lengths that staff went to  protect it from being  revealed.
 
I  would like to draw your attention   to your  UNAUTHORISED POSSESSION (THEFT), FRAUD AND CORRUPTION
RESPONSE
POLICY)  and hope that you  can keep this in mind when   dealing with my complaint.
 
Corruption: source
http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/SiteCollectionDocuments/aboutcouncil/cco/ateed/ateedatt1220110624.pdf
 
is the lack of integrity or honesty (especially susceptibility to bribery) or the use of a position of trust for
dishonest gain.
 
Examples of when corrupt conduct occurs include:
 
a public official improperly uses, or tries to improperly use, the knowledge, power or resources of
their position for personal gain or the advantage of others
a public official acts dishonestly or unfairly, or breaches public trust
a member of the public influences, or tries to influence,
a public official to use his or her position in a way that  is dishonest, biased or breaches public
trust.
 
 
Please also note that ignorance of the law is no excuse  and as a lawyer and officer of the court  Ms Brandon
has a higher threshold to meet.  
 
I will send this email though in  stages   please acknowledge when  you have received all .
 
Regards

mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz
mailto:Doug.McKay@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/SiteCollectionDocuments/aboutcouncil/cco/ateed/ateedatt1220110624.pdf



  Statutes of New Zealand  


        Crimes Act 1961    


[248 Interpretation   


For the purposes of this section and [[sections 249to252]],—  


access, in relation to any computer system, means instruct, communicate with, store data in, receive 


data from, or otherwise make use of any of the resources of the computer system  


[[authorisation includes an authorisation conferred on a person by or under an enactment or a rule of 
law, or by an order of a court or judicial process]]  


  History Note - Statutes of New Zealand  


“authorisation”: this definition was inserted, as from 13 July 2011, by s 4(2) Crimes Amendment Act 2011 
(2011 No 29).  


  


computer system —  


(a) means—  


 (i) a computer; or  


 (ii) 2 or more interconnected computers; or  


 (iii) any communication links between computers or to remote terminals or another device; or  


 (iv) 2 or more interconnected computers combined with any communication links between 
computers or to remote terminals or any other device; and  


(b) includes any part of the items described in paragraph (a) and all related input, output, processing, 
storage, software, or communication facilities, and stored data.]  


  History Note - Statutes of New Zealand  


Part 10 (comprising ss 217 to 305) was substituted by a new Part 10 (comprising ss 217 to 272), as from 
1 October 2003, by s 15 Crimes Amendment Act 2003 (2003 No 39).  


Section 248 was amended, as from 13 July 2011, by s 4(1) Crimes Amendment Act 2011 (2011 No 29) 
by substituting “sections 249 to 252” for “sections 249 and 250”.  


  


  


  Commentary - Adams on Criminal Law  







Cross references  


s 249 accessing computers for dishonest purpose  


s 250 damaging or interfering with computer system  


s 251 making selling etc software for committing a crime  


s 252 accessing computer system without authorisation  


Government Communications Security Bureau Act 2003  


s 17 issue of interception warrant  


s 18 persons acting under warrant  


s 19 authorisation to access computer system  


New Zealand Security Intelligence Service Act 1969  


s 4A issue of interception warrant  


s 4D persons acting under warrant  


Search and Surveillance Act 2012  


s 98 application for search warrant  


s 110 search powers  


s 111 remote access search of thing authorised by warrant  


CA248.01 “Access”  


The definition of “access” is broad, as is that of “computer system”. To “instruct” is to do something which 
causes the computer to undertake, or not undertake, certain functions, such as displaying further data, 
performing certain calculations or other transactions and the like. To “communicate with” will describe 
both passing information to and receiving information from a computer system. Both these concepts 
impliedly require that the person instructing or communicating with the computer system have some form 
of connection with the computer system through which instructions or communications may pass.  


The next two elements of the definition use the word “data” which is not defined. The word “data” when 
used in reference to computers has been held to be restricted to information which is in a form that is 
computer readable; compare R v Brown [1996] 2 Cr App R 72 (HL). As such the data must exist in 
computer readable form, although such reading may be by electronic or optical means.  


The general term “or otherwise make use of the resources of” the computer system should be interpreted 
consistently with the apparent class constituted by the other words in the section of communications or 
operations, using computer readable data or instructions or communications which are translated by the 
computer into computer readable format.  


CA248.01A “Authorisation”  


The concept of “authorisation” is critical to the definitions of the offences in s 252 and 250(2) and is also 
relevant to s 251. Normally the issue of authorisation will be determined by whether an accused either 
has express or implied authority or permission of any and all relevant parties who have a right to control 
or limit access to the computer or computer system. It is probable that access by an authorised person for 







an improper purpose should be regarded as “unauthorised”: Salter v Director of Public Prosecutions 
(NSW) [2011] NSWCA 190, (2011) 209 A Crim R 576. Difficulties of a different kind may arise where 
different parts of a single computer system are controlled by different persons, or various relevant parties 
have different rights in respect of the system or parts thereof, and only some of these affected parties 
affected by the relevant conduct have given authority for that conduct.  


The statutory definition, added in 2011, is inclusive and provides that a person will be regarded as 
authorised to have access where, despite the wishes of the owner or controllers of the computer or 
computer system – or without their knowledge – authority to access the computer or computer system 
has been granted by an order of a court or judicial process or such authority is conferred by or under an 
enactment or a rule of law. The first element – authority under a court order or judicial process – will 
include access for law enforcement or national security reasons ordered in accordance with procedures 
provided by statute (for example under ss 110 and 111 of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012 where a 
search warrant has been granted).  


Authorisation by or under a statute will include authority conferred by an authorisation to access a 
computer system under s 17 of the Government Communications Security Bureau Act 2003 or an 
interception warrant under s 19 of that Act or under s 4A of the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service 
Act 1969. In any case, the warrant will also extend authority to persons assisting with the execution of the 
warrant, see s 18 of the Government Communications Security Bureau Act 2003 and s 4D of the New 
Zealand Security Intelligence Service Act 1969.  


Where authority to access a computer system might be conferred by a rule of the common law is unclear, 
but it is possible there might be authority in cases of emergency where access is needed to counter a 
serious risk to the life or health of a person or to prevent serious property damage. The Search and 
Surveillance Act 2012, s 14 confers a power on police to enter places or vehicles in such cases, but this 
does not extend to accessing a computer system. For recognition of general power to enter private 
property as an “agent of necessity”, see [CA315.10C].  


CA248.02 “Computer”  


The definition of “computer system” is in broad terms.  


The first key element is the word “computer”, which is not itself further defined. Although there may be a 
small number of mechanical and analogue computers remaining in use, the word “computer” has come in 
common parlance to refer to electronic machines operating as digital computers. See Pacific Software 
Technology Ltd v Perry Group Ltd (2003) 7 NZBLC 103,950 (CA), at p 103,953;  


“Digital computers rest on five functional elements: (i) input; (ii) storage of that input by a memory system; 
(iii) a control unit which receives data from memory and gives instructions for the necessary arithmetic; 
(iv) an arithmetic which carries out the control commands; (v) an output capacity.”  


As the Court of Appeal noted in Pacific Software, assistance with many of the key elements of computer 
programming and operations may be gained from the judgment of Pumphrey J in Cantor Fitzgerald 
International v Tradition (UK) Ltd [2000] RPC 95.  


CA248.03 “2 or more interconnected computers”  


The second key element is the term “interconnected”, which appears in para (a)(ii). The meaning to be 
given to this term is crucial to the ambit of the definition and hence to the scope of the offences created 
by s 249 and s 250. The question is essentially whether interconnection is to be measured by reference 
to a computer user or consumer, or by reference to an operator or controller. It is possible for a computer 
user to access literally thousands of computers through the Internet by using the communications links 
which make the Internet possible. Are all these computers to be regarded as “interconnected”, even 
though they may be owned by diverse peoples in different countries and operating on quite different 
technical specifications? The alternative is to treat “interconnected” as meaning that there is some form of 
connection between the computers which allows a single person with appropriate authority within the 







system to determine how those computers will operate, and in appropriate cases to instruct one computer 
in such a way as to cause others to perform certain actions. The commonest such form is the so-called 
“local area network” of several linked computers which together provide computer services for a 
company, governmental agency or educational institution. It is suggested the latter, narrower, meaning is 
more appropriate, not least because it allows a more discriminating approach to the concept of 
“authorisation” which is a critical issue in relation to the offences created by s 250, in that we may 
distinguish between systems to which a person may have leave or authority to access as a user or 
consumer from those systems to which the same person has access or authority in the capacity of 
operator or controller or as authorised by law or judicial warrant.  


It may also be argued that the inclusion of “communication links” in other parts of the definition points to 
the narrower meaning as being correct since there would be no need to refer to communications links 
between computers if the broader meaning of “interconnected” applied.  


CA248.04 Communications links between computers or to remote terminals or other devices  


As with other elements of the definition, the ambit of this part of the definition is not clear. The term 
“remote terminal” is in truth quite straightforward. It denotes a terminal, or point, where the system can be 
accessed and information or commands given by persons with appropriate authority, which is physically 
distanced from the main processing elements of the computer. EFTPOS machines in shops may be 
thought of as remote terminals (although their electronic componentry might itself bring them within the 
definition of a “computer”). The term “other devices” must be given a wide meaning, as there is an 
extraordinary diversity of instruments and machines which are in whole or in part operated by computers 
which are physically distanced from that computer. That diversity may be illustrated by the not uncommon 
examples of petrol pumps in self service stations, meteorological recorders, and traffic lights. A critical 
question may be whether the words “communication links” will be restricted to those links which are solely 
usable for the conveying of information or instructions between computers or between a computer and a 
remote terminal or other device, or whether it includes other links which may be used for both computer 
instructions and other communications. It is now commonplace for telephone subscribers to use the same 
telephone line for both oral communications and for electronic communications of a home computer to 
other computers by way of electronic mail or via the Internet. Many mobile phones are equally capable for 
being used for both oral and electronic communications. Does this mean a mobile phone or a telephone 
line is a “communication link” and therefore to be regarded as a part of a computer? There seems no 
reason why the courts should not adopt the broader meaning in appropriate cases, which might well be 
measured temporally — that is, if at the relevant time the telephone line or mobile phone was being used 
to link to a computer, it is relevantly part of a computer; if it is being used for other purposes it is not within 
the definition.  


CA248.05 Paragraph (b)  


Paragraph (b) includes any part of the items described in paragraph (a), and all related input, output, 
processing, storage, software, or communication facilities, and stored data.  


The first part of the paragraph makes it clear that anything which is a part of a computer system or of a 
computer or a communications link, etc is itself to be regarded as a computer system. This is likely to be 
particularly relevant to the offences in s 250.  


The second element of the paragraph relates to the key elements of a digital computer (see CA248.02). 
Input facilities relate to those facilities by which data or instructions can be conveyed to computer to be 
processed; the output facilities are those which allow the results of the processing to be conveyed to 
users of the computer, and will thus include terminal monitor screens, printers, and the like. Storage 
facilities are those elements of a computer system which allow for the permanent or temporary storage of 
relevant data or instructions. As to communications facilities, see CA248.04. “Software” is not defined in 
the section but may be described as the term which best encapsulates the sets of operating instructions 
for a computer system by which the computer system assembles and records data and instructions 
communicated to it, carries out any processing of data which it is instructed to perform, and 
communicates and/or stores the results of its processing. There is a helpful discussion of the key 







components of computer programs in International Business Machines Corp v Computer Imports Ltd 
[1989] 2 NZLR 395 at p 408. The inclusion of “software” as part of a computer renders a little puzzling the 
specific inclusion of damage to software as elements of offences under s 250.  


As to “data” see CA248.01  
  








From: Grace Haden [mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz]  


Sent: Friday, 15 February 2013 2:29 p.m. 
To: 'Wendy Brandon' 


Cc: 'Doug McKay'; 'Mayor Len Brown'; 'Councillor Penny Hulse'; 'Councillor Cathy Casey'; 'Cr Northey, 
Richard'; 'Councillor Sandra Coney'; 'penny.webster@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz'; 'Councillor Mike Lee'; 


'Councillor John Walker'; 'Councillor Sharon Stewart'; 'Councillor Michael Goudie'; 'Councillor Ann 


Hartley'; 'cameron.brewer@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz'; 'Chris.Fletcher@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz'; 
Catriona McDougall (Catriona.McDougall@ombudsman.parliament.nz); 'Councillor Alf Filipaina'; 


'Councillor George Wood'; 'des.morrison@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz'; 'Councillor Calum Penrose'; 
'noelene.raffills@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz'; 'Wayne Walker'; 'Dick Quax'; 


'arthur.anae@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz' 
Subject: RE: complaint with regards to Wendy Brandon  


 
Wendy  
 
I wish to clarify the fact with regards to AWINZ.  I am not on a campaign and I’m not in contempt. I 
have asked questions from council repeatedly with regards to the   right  of  “AWINZ “ to operate  
from council premises .. AWINZ  does not exist other   it  is a fiction  created by the then manager of 
dog and stock control . I cannot be in contempt   for questioning something  which  does not exist 
and something for which there is no court order.  
 
Council has never investigated this use of  council resources for private pecuniary  gain   and it has 
been covered up  by both you and   the pervious  counsel for council.   
 
I am the  victim of gross injustice  , I questioned serious corruption in council  and   was sued  for it in 
circumstances where I was denied a defence and the uncorroborated evidence of  the council  
manager is the subject of a  perjury complaint.  
 
The matter is now before the court  to overturn the judgement  which was obtained by fraud.  The 
evidence to  show that the judgement was obtained by fraud was evidence which   the council 
manager sought to have withheld from me. 
 
To get the evidence it has been like extracting hens teeth.    Had Waitakere council and Auckland 
council conducted an investigation at any time  they would have found   that  the council premises 
were  being used   for other than council business.  
 
This is evident from the audit report of MAF   which states  “it was at times  difficult during the 
audit  to distinguish where the structure  of AWINZ finished  and where WCC began  hence it was  
at times difficult  to separate the AWINZ organisation  from that of WCC. For example AWINZ 
inspectors are not employed by AWINZ but are  all employees of WCC page 9   all personnel  ( 
including the AWINZ  inspectors ) based at the WCC animal accommodation  facility (48 the 
concourse ) are employees of WCC It must be noted that AWINZ does not have any employees as 
such , apart from when they contract to the film industry  to monitor AW issues, this did  lead to 
some confusion regarding he demarcation between the two organisations”   these words are not 
mine  they are the words of MAF source http://www.transparency.net.nz/wp-
content/uploads/2012/10/final-draft-audit-2008.pdf 
 
You appear to have  a fixation about concealing this corruption in Waitakere  and  then on top of it 
you do business  with Brookfields  who are  heavily involved in   the court action and against whom I 
have  lodged complaint with the LCRO and the Law society. 
 
I make a complaint about your actions  and you see it fit  to  have my emails diverted so that they 
only go to you , where does that fit  in with the ethical requirements of lawyers ? 



http://www.transparency.net.nz/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/final-draft-audit-2008.pdf

http://www.transparency.net.nz/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/final-draft-audit-2008.pdf





 
Please provide me with the authority which   enabled you to do  divert me emails     You have an 
obligation to  the law  and  as  Counsel for council you  have to ensure open and transparent  
governance as set out in the  Local Government  act.  
 
I consider your actions to be a gross conflict of interest and corruption.  
 
I am somewhat confused by your statement  
 
I also confirm that all of the information, records, reports, correspondence and material 


that is the subject of your ongoing requests has been provided to you by Auckland 


Council and its predecessor local authority, Waitakere City Council, or it cannot be 


located, or it does not exist. 


 
I know that I did not obtain  everything that was in the Waitakere animal welfare  file  so   how can you make 
the statement  above ? It appears to be a fob off to me, I am sorry if it is an inconvenience to you that I ask for 
transparency on a very serious matter of council corruption.   
 
I have asked you to look at just a few documents, if you were only  a half competent lawyer  those 


documents   would have had alarm bells ringing.  


The evidence and the questions are set out  in my  email and blog entitled  Councillors kept in the 
dark with regards to corruption  


The evidence which proved  that your  council manager was involved in corrupting  are  in your  own 
documents  you  have no place in protecting   employees, former employees or  fellow lawyers.  You 
are paid by the public and  need to protect the public from what was a perfect fraud.  


I am writing to you in an effort to   deal with this  before taking it to the law society  ,   I look forward 
to you providing answers  to the following   urgently Please provide me( by way of privacy act )  and  
as a provision of the lawyers and conveyancers act  rules of conduct.  
 


1. with the authority which  gave you the  claim of right to   divert me emails   from the  council 
computer system. 


2. With   copies of all my emails  which   did not go through to the person or persons  to whom 
they were addressed  and were intercepted by you  


3. The  memorandum which you sent through  to the  person in charge of the computer system 
instructing them to divert emails from me.  


4. Any   correspondence between yourself and Brookfields lawyers which pertains to me.  
5. I would  like you to  address  the  criminal offences  section 248-253  crimes act   what I am 


looking for  is your evidence that proves  that you did not   breach any of these provisions of 
the crimes act when you   sought to have my emails diverted. I would also like to know   
how  these criminal offences fir in with your interpretation that “Such diversion is 


entirely legitimate and simply a practical measure to ensure that your 


correspondence is managed appropriately” 
 
Looking forward to your prompt  reply  
 
 
Regards 
Grace Haden  
 



http://www.transparency.net.nz/2012/11/07/councillors-kept-in-the-dark-with-regards-to-corruption/

http://www.transparency.net.nz/2012/11/07/councillors-kept-in-the-dark-with-regards-to-corruption/





VeriSure  
     Because truth matters 


 
Phone (09) 520 1815   
mobile 027 286 8239 
visit us at  www.verisure.co.nz 


 
From: Wendy Brandon [mailto:Wendy.Brandon@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2013 8:57 a.m. 


To: 'Grace Haden'; Doug McKay; Mayor Len Brown 
Subject: RE: complaint with regards to Wendy Brandon  


 
Dear Ms Haden 
  
I refer to your email below. You are of course free to complain to all and sundry 


regarding the diversion of your email correspondence to a single point of contact within 


Auckland Council.  Such diversion is entirely legitimate and simply a practical measure to 


ensure that your correspondence is managed appropriately.  
  
I repeat my earlier advice that in my view, your carrying on your campaign in relation to 


AWINZ and its trustees by way of further and repeated correspondence to Auckland 


Council, is in breach of the orders made by the District Court, and therefore a contempt 


of court, and vexatious.  
  
I also confirm that all of the information, records, reports, correspondence and material 


that is the subject of your ongoing requests has been provided to you by Auckland 


Council and its predecessor local authority, Waitakere City Council, or it cannot be 


located, or it does not exist. No further correspondence will be entered into with you, 


and all correspondence will simply be retained in council's records. Similarly, you may 


treat any LGOIMA requests as 'deemed refusals' and make a complaint to the 


Ombudsman. 
  
However, given that I equally have better things to do than to carry on any further 


correspondence in relation to the diversion of your emails to a single point of contact 


within council, I have instructed IS to release emails from you to all addressees unless or 


until I am requested otherwise by any of them.  
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Wendy Brandon 
General Counsel 
  


 


 
From: Grace Haden [mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz]  


Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2013 3:45 PM 
To: Doug McKay; Mayor Len Brown 


Subject: complaint with regards to Wendy Brandon  


Hi Wendy guess this has come direct to you    I  want it to go to  the people addressed in the top  and 
want them  to respond to me  thanks  
  



http://www.verisure.co.nz/

mailto:Wendy.Brandon@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz





  I have posted    Wendy Brandon has my emails diverted to exclude councillors   please click for 
article nad   further  links to emails  that Wendy has   diverted.  


I  will also   be approaching the law society and have brought it to the attention of the   ombudsmen  
  
I do  want this matter placed  before the mayor  as it shows a serious conflict of interest by counsel 
for council.   
  
Doug  Please arrange for  speaking rights   at the next  appropriate  meeting of council so that I bring 
this  matter up.  
  
Regards 
Grace Haden  
  


VeriSure  


     Because truth matters 
  
Phone (09) 520 1815   
mobile 027 286 8239 
visit us at  www.verisure.co.nz 


  


 


CAUTION: This email message and any attachments contain information that may be confidential and may be LEGALLY 


PRIVILEGED. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure or copying of this message or attachments is strictly 


prohibited. If you have received this email message in error please notify us immediately and erase all copies of the message 


and attachments. We do not accept responsibility for any viruses or similar carried with our email, or any effects our email may 


have on the recipient computer system or network. Any views expressed in this email may be those of the individual sender 


and may not necessarily reflect the views of Council. 


 



http://www.transparency.net.nz/2013/02/14/wendy-brandon-has-my-emails-diverted-to-exclude-councillors/

http://www.verisure.co.nz/






VeriSure 
Because truth matters 


 


 P 09 520 1815 M 0272 868239 W www.Verisure.co.nz 


PO Box 17463, Greenlane, Auckland E info@verisure.co.nz 


 


® 


 


Evidence 1.  To Doug McKay  


My email dated 15 February 2013    as below  


This is  an email  from  Wendy Brandon   


She falsely states “Such diversion is entirely legitimate and simply a practical 


measure to ensure that your correspondence is managed appropriately. “  


she makes a blanket refusal to  any further  Lgoima requests  


She  admits to  instructing and  controlling those   who  operate the   computer system “I have 


instructed IS to release emails from you to all addressees unless 


or until I am requested otherwise by any of them.” 


Yours sincerely  


  


Grace Haden  


Licenced Private Investigator  







From: Wendy Brandon
To: "Grace Haden"; Doug McKay; Mayor Len Brown
Subject: RE: complaint with regards to Wendy Brandon
Date: Friday, 15 February 2013 8:57:59 a.m.


Dear Ms Haden
 
I refer to your email below. You are of course free to complain to all and sundry
regarding the diversion of your email correspondence to a single point of contact
within Auckland Council.  Such diversion is entirely legitimate and simply a practical
measure to ensure that your correspondence is managed appropriately.
 
I repeat my earlier advice that in my view, your carrying on your campaign in relation
to AWINZ and its trustees by way of further and repeated correspondence to Auckland
Council, is in breach of the orders made by the District Court, and therefore a
contempt of court, and vexatious.
 
I also confirm that all of the information, records, reports, correspondence and
material that is the subject of your ongoing requests has been provided to you by
Auckland Council and its predecessor local authority, Waitakere City Council, or it
cannot be located, or it does not exist. No further correspondence will be entered into
with you, and all correspondence will simply be retained in council's records. Similarly,
you may treat any LGOIMA requests as 'deemed refusals' and make a complaint to the
Ombudsman.
 
However, given that I equally have better things to do than to carry on any further
correspondence in relation to the diversion of your emails to a single point of contact
within council, I have instructed IS to release emails from you to all addressees unless
or until I am requested otherwise by any of them.
 
Yours sincerely
 
Wendy Brandon
General Counsel
 


From: Grace Haden [mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz] 
Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2013 3:45 PM
To: Doug McKay; Mayor Len Brown
Subject: complaint with regards to Wendy Brandon 


Hi Wendy guess this has come direct to you    I  want it to go to  the people addressed in
the top  and want them  to respond to me  thanks
 


  I have posted    Wendy Brandon has my emails diverted to exclude councillors   please
click for article nad   further  links to emails  that Wendy has   diverted.


I  will also   be approaching the law society and have brought it to the attention of the  
ombudsmen
 
I do  want this matter placed  before the mayor  as it shows a serious conflict of interest
by counsel for council.  
 
Doug  Please arrange for  speaking rights   at the next  appropriate  meeting of council so



mailto:Wendy.Brandon@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz

mailto:Doug.McKay@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

mailto:Len.Brown@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

http://www.transparency.net.nz/2013/02/14/wendy-brandon-has-my-emails-diverted-to-exclude-councillors/





that I bring this  matter up.
 
Regards


Grace Haden


 


VeriSure
     Because truth matters
 
Phone (09) 520 1815  


mobile 027 286 8239


visit us at  www.verisure.co.nz


 


CAUTION: This email message and any attachments contain information that may be confidential and may be


LEGALLY PRIVILEGED. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure or copying of this message or


attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email message in error please notify us immediately and


erase all  copies of the message and attachments. We do not accept responsibility for any viruses or similar carried


with our email, or any effects our email may have on the recipient computer system or network. Any views expressed


in this email may be those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the views of Council.



http://www.verisure.co.nz/
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Evidence 2.  To Doug McKay  


My email dated 18 February 2013    as below  


This is  an email  from  Wendy Brandon  refuses me  a copy of whatever policy you relied on for the 


diversion. 


 


 


 


Yours sincerely  


  


Grace Haden  


Licenced Private Investigator  







From: Wendy Brandon
To: "Grace Haden"
Subject: RE: crimes act offending
Date: Monday, 18 February 2013 4:17:23 p.m.


No


From: Grace Haden [mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz] 
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2013 4:07 PM
To: Wendy Brandon
Subject: crimes act offending 


Wendy
 
Last week I asked you to provide evidence to show that   you  had authorisation to    access
the computer system  to divert my emails from councillors
  See my email on line    at   this link  reply to Wendy Brandon Counsel for Auckland Council
 I have as yet not had a reply
 
Could you  please  urgently provide me with a copy of whatever policy  you relied on for
the diversion.
 
Please also look at section 25 of the crimes act. 
 
 
Regards


Grace Haden


 


VeriSure
     Because truth matters
 
Phone (09) 520 1815  


mobile 027 286 8239


visit us at  www.verisure.co.nz


 


CAUTION: This email message and any attachments contain information that may be confidential and may be


LEGALLY PRIVILEGED. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure or copying of this message or


attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email message in error please notify us immediately and


erase all  copies of the message and attachments. We do not accept responsibility for any viruses or similar carried


with our email, or any effects our email may have on the recipient computer system or network. Any views expressed


in this email may be those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the views of Council.



mailto:Wendy.Brandon@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz
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Evidence 3.  To Doug McKay  


My email dated 13 February 2013    as below  


This is  an email  from  Wendy Brandon   states “Emails to elected members and other council 


staff are often filtered to ensure the  most efficient use of their time and to ensure that 


council resources” 
 


“In this situation emails from you to the various and numerous addressees have been 


blocked to all council addresses except my own since November 2012.” 
 


She also  provides a  blanket LGOIMA response  in that  no response is to be deemed a refusal  “This 


applies also to all LGOIMA requests, in respect of which a failure to reply is a 


deemed refusal that may be referred to the office of the Ombudsman by way of 


complaint.”  


She incorrectly states, and without any legal foundation “Please note that there is no 


legal requirement for emails sent to a council email 


address to be delivered unfiltered to that or any other particular email address; any 


email sent to an elected member's email address or any other council officer may be 


treated as having been received by council for LGOIMA and other official purposes”  


 


Yours sincerely  


  


Grace Haden  


Licenced Private Investigator  







From: Wendy Brandon
To: "Grace Haden"
Subject: RE: Diverted emails urgent lgoima/privacy act request.
Date: Wednesday, 13 February 2013 8:43:57 a.m.


Dear Grace
 
Emails to elected members and other council staff are often filtered to ensure the
most efficient use of their time and to ensure that council resources are applied to
best effect. Councillors, for example, have dedicated support staff who manage their
emails on a daily basis. All of the elected members and senior council staff to whom
you write receive large volumes of emails every day. In this situation emails from you
to the various and numerous addressees have been blocked to all council addresses
except my own since November 2012. You were advised at that time that all
correspondence from you will be retained in council records but no reply will be sent.
This applies also to all LGOIMA requests, in respect of which a failure to reply is a
deemed refusal that may be referred to the office of the Ombudsman by way of
complaint. 
 
Please note that there is no legal requirement for emails sent to a council email
address to be delivered unfiltered to that or any other particular email address; any
email sent to an elected member's email address or any other council officer may be
treated as having been received by council for LGOIMA and other official purposes.
 
Yours sincerely
 
Wendy Brandon


From: Grace Haden [mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz] 
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2013 5:22 PM
To: Bruce Thomas
Subject: Diverted emails urgent lgoima/privacy act request. 


Forwarded to Neta
 
It has been brought to my attention that   emails from  certain people are not being
deleiverd to the councillors   and or council managers that they are addressed to.
 
By way of privacy act and LGOIMA  could you please urgently  advise  if there is  a block or
diversion on my email  address or any of the email addresses I use.  If so
 


1.       Is a block or  diversion
2.        When  di d it take effect
3.        Under which  legislation are you   capable of  doing  this
4.        When was I advised of it
5.        Who is blocked from receiving my emails
6.        Who  are my emails diverted to
7.        Who approved this
8.        Please provide all correspondence relating to this  action/ decision.


 
I  seek the answers to these questions  under urgency as it effects  my right to
transparency and justice.
 



mailto:Wendy.Brandon@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

mailto:grace@verisure.co.nz





 
Regards


Grace Haden
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     Because truth matters
 
Phone (09) 520 1815  


mobile 027 286 8239
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CAUTION: This email message and any attachments contain information that may be confidential and may be


LEGALLY PRIVILEGED. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure or copying of this message or


attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email message in error please notify us immediately and


erase all  copies of the message and attachments. We do not accept responsibility for any viruses or similar carried


with our email, or any effects our email may have on the recipient computer system or network. Any views expressed


in this email may be those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the views of Council.
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